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Abstract- This paper addresses the problem of choosing WL optimization is conducted using the synthesized hardware
different word-lengths for each functional unit in fixed-point models. In [4], a combined method of static and dynamic
implementations of DSP algorithms. A symbolic-noise analysis analysis is proposed which employs an interval propagation
method is introduced for high-level synthesis of DSP algorithms
in digital hardware, together with a vector evaluated genetic a f
algorithm for multiple objective optimization. The ability of method for precision bit-width optimization. Nayak et al. in
this method to combine word-length optimization with high-level [5] present a compiler that takes high-level signal processing
synthesis parameters and costs to minimize the overall design algorithms described in MATLAB and generates optimized
cost is demonstrated by example designs. hardware in which data range optimization is performed by

I. INTRODUCTION a data range propagation technique. Their results show sig-
nificant reductions in hardware costs. In [6] and [7] methods

The main objective of High Level Synthesis (HLS) is to find based on analytical digital noise analysis are proposed which
the optimal design in terms of area, latency, throughput, and are more suitable for Linear Time Invariant (LTI) systems;
power consumption. Data Word-Length (WL) is one of the however, these methods are extended to WL optimization for
parameters that influences these metrics. In custom hardware nonlinear systems in [8] and [9]. These methods exploit this
implementations there is freedom for the WL to be chosen fact that the fixed-point implementation of an algorithm is a
optimally for different points of the hardware. Despite the weak perturbation of its high precision specification.
simplicity of the idea, designers face difficulties choosing the Several works report applications of symbolic analysis in
best WL in complicated systems, thus 50% of the design time computational error analysis. A basic implementation of this
may be spent on WL determination [1]. method is known as Interval Arithmetic (IA) and Affine

Optimization approaches based on Linear Programming Arithmetic (AA) which perform a symbolic error analysis on
(LP) have execution times that increase exponentially with the algorithm [10]. In this method, dependencies of the noise
design complexity. In general, WL optimization is an NP-hard sources are taken into account in a parametric representation
problem [2], making exact methods impractical in the case of of the error at different points in the Data Flow Graph (DFG).
real designs. In [11] Lee et al. implemented an AA-based method which
The objective of this work is to introduce a new method of categorizes the problem into two parts, range analysis and

WL optimization. In this approach, a Symbolic Noise Analysis precision evaluation. The former gives the integer part of the
(SNA) method is used to analyze the computational error at data whereas the latter provides the fractional part of the
every point of the hardware, without restrictive assumptions numbers in every point on the DFG. Similar to this work
about the statistical model of the signals. This model is applied a study is reported by Pu and Ha in [12] which applies
to a Multi-Objective Optimization (MOO) method to find the AA with a different heuristic. In the later work, inspired
minimal WL at each point in the hardware implementation of from [13], by applying the central limit theorem the first and
Digital Signal processing (DSP) algorithms. second moments of the output noise are approximated from
The paper is organized as follows: section II provides a the symbolic representation of the output noise.

review of related work; the proposed computational error Our work introduces a static analysis which is a combination
model is presented in section III; section IV is devoted to of the symbolic data range analysis and noise analysis, called
a very brief review of the cost functions the implementation SNA. This accuracy evaluation method is combined with
of the synthesizer and synthesis results are reported in section a multi-objective optimization method in which the objec-
V. tives are circuit area, latency, power consumption and digital

noise, all integrated in a Vector Evaluated Genetic Algorithm
II. BACKGROUND (VEGA). The contributions of this work are: 1) Merging noise

In [3] a heuristic WL optimization method is introduced to based analysis with symbolic range analysis to characterize
tradeoff system area against Signal Quantization-Noise Ratio the computational noise analytically as well as statistically;
(SQNR). This is a stimuli based method which utilizes a refer- 2) Correcting the round-off noise model for multiple WL
ence floating point computation of the algorithm while the final implementations in shared hardware designs; 3) Introducing
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a GA method for WL which integrates the HLS with WL 8 t 1 8

optimization for a variety of nonlinear applications; and 4) x
Combining WL with area, power consumption and delay in a
multi-objective optimization and design method. 16 bit 24-bit

Produced Noise
III. WORD-LENGTH: CAUSES AND EFFECTS

In mXodel ;t0 25-bit
In the digital representation of data, reducing the data bit- In real o

width has a direct effect on the accuracy, which is construed Fig. 1. Mapping a multiple-WL DFG to shared resource hardware.
as computational error or noise. From this viewpoint, WL op-
timization methods can be categorized as error range analysis
or noise analysis. The former approach considers how the In the proposed method, modeling the effects of WL ma-
maximum/minimum values of the signals propagate through nipulation takes place in two basic steps: the first is a noise
the system from inputs to the output(s). Accordingly, the result symbol of the computational errors for every operation node in
of the analysis is the range of the output error. Several methods the DFG, and the second is propagation of the noise symbols
are introduced in this category such as IA [1], AA [11] and through the DFG. The noise model, that is presented in [2], is
the Taylor Model [14]. These sub-categories are altered in the the commonly accepted model in the multiple WL paradigm.
way of their range representation and approximation. In the Then this model is embodied in the form of affine symbol
noise analysis approach, on the other hand, the outcome of the variables in [11]. Equation (4) gives the variance (07k) of the
accuracy reduction is represented as a random process, which noise.
also called computational noise. Different characteristics of 2 =2p_ 2n2_2ni
the computational noise has been inspected so far and they k 12

2

commonly assumed to be White Sense Stationary (WSS) where p represents the decimal point position, n2 represents
signals [15]. Inspired by analogue signal processing, most of the required WL and nm represents the available WL for data
the existing works utilize the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) representation (ni > n2). According to this model, the values
error criterion as the accuracy cost. of noise sources are specified by the WL of the current FU and

In our proposed method a partially known quantity x is its preceding (parent) node(s). Despite its clarity, this model
represented in SNA form as in Equation(l). can mislead the optimization search in some cases, especially

x
= TN(E), (1) in stochastic search methods.

x TN(E), Figure (1) shows the maximum required WL in a sample
where T(.) is a polynomial of order N with M known DFG assuming 8-bit input data. The intermediate WLs are
coefficients (Xl, X2, xM); and E is an array as in Equation calculated based on the type of the operations and the input
(2). signals WLs. Since the maximum required WL propagates

E Lx 5E,£ 2, 8m], (2) through the DFG, WL in each point in the DFG is a function
of the parent nodes of that point. Accordingly, a noise source

whereis are sml ic representationoa m l, in the model in [2] is also dependent on all its preceding
This model, called algebraic representation [14], covers a nodes. This example shows that in noise source evaluation by

big range of nonlinear relationships which can be expressed as Equation (4), the WL for every node in the DFG must be cal-
an algebraic relation. By eliminating x from E in Equation (2), culated from data range propagation through all its preceding
Equation (1) will be reduced to a Taylor Model. Furthermore, parent nodes. Especially in stochastic search methods or HLS
the AA representation can be achieved with a first order Taylor integrated methods this data range analysis must be repeated
Model as in Equation (3). at every iteration.

m To provide a noise propagation model, it must be recalled
x x0 + ix i, (3) that many DSP algorithms can be considered (or approxi-

mated [9]) as LTI systems. This assumption is very useful
where the x0 is the original value, x is the rounded value, in simplification of the noise symbols propagation through
xi E R are constants and -1 < &i < +1 are noise symbols. DFG, however it is not the case in all applications. In our
As represented by the AA analogy, noise symbols are method, noise propagation through the DFG is evaluated by

random variables in the range [-1, +I]. Every noise symbol polynomial algebra. Accordingly, by a Taylor approximation
has a known Source (S) in the computation DFG and a of the nonlinear operations, it is possible to formulate the
known Probability Density Function (PDF). Accordingly, in noise symbols in the output. This rules and methods are
this study, any noise symbol is defined by two other symbols explained comprehensively in related works such as [11] and
&i = (S, P), in which S represents the noise source and P [14]. Another problem regarding noise symbol propagation is
indicates the PDF type. Extending symbol variables &i into two noise symbol combination. Unlike the AA method, here noise
symbols provides more information about noise at every point symbols are random variables with a known PDF, thus they
of the system, however it necessitates more computational can be merged to form new noise symbols. This is useful
effort during the optimization process. especially when the number of symbols increases explosively
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in iterative algorithms. The expectation and variance of a sum performed around this preliminary found solution. All our
of independent random variables such as &i in Equation (3) optimization results are achieved in reasonable execution times
can be calculated by: using this biased search method on an AMD-Opteron CPU.

E( xi * &i) xi *E.(i), (5) V. RESULTS
Four case studies were implemented in ST 1.2,im technol-

Var((=1 xi &i) = =1 42 Var(&i) (6) ogy using the proposed method and tools. Design I is an order-
+2 xi * xj * Cov(£i, £j), 18 difference equation, Design II is a Filter (FIR-25), Design

III is an 8-point FFT and Design IV is a DCT 4x4.
where E(.), Var and Cov stand for expectation, variance and Since, in practical implementations, there are pre-defined
covariance respectively. In addition, based on Central Limit constraints which must be satisfied and therefore, other costs
Theorem the symbolic noises in Equation (3) be merged the must be optimized with respect to them, an exhaustive set of
distribution of the replacement symbolic noise is approxi- synthesis optimizations are performed to show the design costs
mately normal for large m. dependency to WL as a synthesis parameter along with the

IV. OPTIMIZATION METHOD other classical synthesis parameters such as binding, allocation
and scheduling.

From HLS viewpoint, costs of the design can be divided Table (I) provides the results of design optimizations with
into three parts: those of datapaths; controllers; and intercon- fixed WL. This table gives the basic costs (design area, power
nections. Since WL is the optimization parameter, its effect consumption, delay and digital noise variance in the output
must be evaluated on each part individually. The controller node) for different assumptions of uniform WL (W=8, 16, 24
and interconnections parts are not dependent on the WL and and 32) in all the design points. This set of information is used
so they can be considered as constant values in the cost as the basis for comparison with other optimization results and
function. It is shown in [16] and [2] that accuracy, area and also as constraints for them.
power consumption costs are dramatically dependent on the In the second step, constrained optimizations are applied
WL and execution delay is a function of the WL in the case for designs considering WL as a synthesis parameter. Since
of sequential FUs. Therefore, the cost model is as given in there are four different costs in this study, four different cases
Equation (7), of constraints are considered. Table (II) shows the synthesis

FTotal (G) = FC + FI + FD (7) results for the same systems where design area is constrained.
The constraint values for the area cost function in Table (II)

where F represents the cost function, X is the set of synthesis are the area costs results in the Table (I).
parameters including WLs array for functional units (FUs) Similarly Tables (III), (IV) and (V) show synthesis results
and C, I and D indices stand for Controller, Interconnection with optimization constraints for energy consumption, output
and Datapath respectively. All the relations and values are noise and latency respectively. Again the constraint values
derived from basic cells in the ST 1.2 ,um technology using for each column and row of these tables can be found in
the Synopsys tools as in [17] and [16]. the corresponding column and row in the Table (I). In these
The implemented design method starts from a high-level tables A, E, N and D stand for: area cost (in pum2), energy

specification of the system and produces a set of synthesizable consumption cost (in ,uWatt/Hz), digital noise variance in the
RTL-VHDL files. This tool is based on a target architecture output and latency cost of the design respectively (number of
with a multiple-shared bus. Actually this target structure clock cycles).
restricts the implementation space but in return reduces the
search time dramatically [16]. The utilized genetic operators VI. CONCLUSION
(including weighted roulette wheel, crossovers and mutation This study presents a new method for minimizing the
[18]) are extracted from a standard GA procedure for variable hardware implementation of DSP algorithms by optimizing
length, integer array genomes. The synthesizer then employs the word-length of the data in each functional unit. Symbolic
an elite-preserving, VEGA optimization algorithm with a noise analysis is used in combination with models of power
fitness function of a weighted Chebyshev combination of the consumption, circuit area and delay. Results from four example
basic design costs (area, delay, energy and noise) to find the designs demonstrate a considerable saving in costs when these
optimal points in the constrained feasible space [18]. optimizations are applied.
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TABLE I TABLE IV
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